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-intensive [lyrics] with the [underground] trend of music today.” “Lyrically, it is mainly the
[lyric] of Kānaka Paṇḍada, a play about a king and his wife in the 16th century. It depicts

the society of the time.” “If it becomes a smash hit, it will increase the trend of [music] that
appeals to [younger] audiences.” “I think it will appeal to people who are going to feel

nostalgic about the music of the past.” Here are the lyrics of the song: The seas flow into the
ocean The rivers flow into the sea Birds fly in the forest Human beings walk on the earth
The sky is full of stars Gods and demons walk on the earth Such is the cycle of birth and
death The three worlds are based on the principles of [the three] gunas These are all the

rules of the universe Under the influence of the three gunas People are born as one person
Then become people of another race For the gods and humans The world is like a mirror
The purpose of human life is to enjoy it However, to live in the world without rebirth To

lead a life of no work or eating Is living in heaven The mind [of a great thinker] resembles
that of a king He possesses the glory of a great king The love of a beautiful wife Is like the

incense [of a great king] The king and his wife are like Indra and his queen The Kānaka
Paṇḍada is the only recorded drama in the history of Tamil. One of the most famous

dramas, it is famous for its phenomenal performance and the melodies of the days of the
Kalinga era. It is also called the musical epic. It comprises almost 14,000 scenes and more
than 1,500 characters and has 6,000 verses and songs. The drama has been translated into

several languages, including Telugu, Malayalam and Hindi. Music is a significant part of the
play. As observed by K.P. Krishnamachari, the author of this drama, the aim of the drama

was to educate people to lead good lives in this age
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